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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The methodology or procedures of study applied on undergoing the 

research is occasionally presented after describing the relevant theories of the 

thesis. This chapter consists of reseach design, research subject, research 

instrument, research data, research sources, research procedure and data analysis. 

3.1 Research Method 

The researcher applies document or content analysis in this study because 

it is just directed on analyzing and investigating code switching on some samples 

Monkey Majik’s songs lyrics contained on it as research object. According to Ary 

(2010), a research method applied to written or visual materials on identifying its 

specified characteristics is content or document analysis. The materials may 

include textbooks, newspapers, web pages, speeches, television programs, 

advertisements, musical compositions, or any types of documents. So, this study 

will be qualitative research type that refers to description the material as key 

characteristic. 

3.2 Research Subject 

The subject of research thesis includes thirteen songs of Monkey Majik on 

“westview” album. The writer only investigates chosen songs which lyrics have 

switched-code words or bilingual songs (English and Japanase) and some 
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unclassified code switching songs. The writer also reliestable form instrument on 

gathering data. Appendixes of object research will be the writer’s investigation 

material by analyzing and classifying data from choosen objects (song lyrics).  

 

3.3 Research Instrument 

Basically, each research stagemust involve supporting instruments both 

the researchers themselves and theirmost principle means in order to acquire 

detailed data thoroughly. Ary (2010) reveals that researcher himself is the main 

role to be instrument of the study by applying observations, interviews, and 

document analysis. Therefore, document analysis will be definitely appropriate 

instrument seized by the writer on undergoing the research of code switching 

analysis and is also one of the writer’s necessaries on conducting research related 

on research problem about the Japanese lyrics meaning in English phrases or 

words of the songs. 

 

3.4 Research Data 

 The data of research includes: 

1. The kinds of code switching might be on the lyrics of seven songs 

written by Monkey Majik band. 

2. The meaning of Japanese words switched that are contained on the 

lyrics of seven songs in English written by Monkey Majik band. 
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3.5 Research Procedure 

The following steps on collecting the research data, they are: 

1.  the writer chooses seven samples songs of specified album taken from the 

internet or certain sites have the lyrics. 

2.  the writer analyzes and observes the lyrics that have code switching 

indication on it by the dowloaded scripts and video lyric assist. 

3.  the writer investigate the lyrics to find out some contained code switching 

phrase by phrase or word by word and inter-verses on it and classify them 

into kinds of code switching. 

4.  the writer tries to translate switched-code words or phrases and sentences 

in the bilingual lyrics and point out the meaning of them in Englishw.  

5.  the researcher arranges all of the data and creates  the conclusion of study 

result. 

 

3.6 Research Data Analysis 

The following steps on analyzing the research data, they include: 

1.  accumulating the data from the songs lyrics that contains code switching. 

2.  analyzing and investigating the data from the songs lyrics that contains 

code switching. 

3.  putting the finding result into the classification of code switching and 

describing the meaning of switched-code words or phrases and sentences 

on bilingual lyrics in English. 
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4.  on concluding the findings, the writer has to draw three format tables on 

the analysis of code switching; table of code switching classification, table 

of unclassified code switching type songs and table of the meaning 

Japanese lyrics in English that is viewed such as in the below: 

  

First format table of the study 

Table of code switching classification 

Line Switched-code lyrics Classification 

   

 

 Explanation: 

 

Second format table of the study 

Table of the meaning Japanese lyrics 

Lyrics of the song Meaning Japanese lyrics in English 

  

 

 

The end of steps: taking the conclusion of finding result from the analyzed songs 

data. 


